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A Warm Welcome

Welcome to 3dpbm’s first AM Focus eBook! We are extremely excited
to be moving ahead into a new medium in 2020. After all, we are
always looking for engaging and dynamic ways to bring additive
manufacturing insights to our broad professional network.
In our first eBook edition, we highlight one of the key adopters of AM
technologies: the Automotive Industry. In the coming pages, you’ll
find an overview of automotive AM applications, as well as in-depth
insights about the segment and specific adopters.
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Introduction

Driving the future of
additive manufacturing
The NextGenAM platform is being developed by Premium AEROTEC, Daimler and EOS to cost-effectively 3D printing
aluminum components and is currently used for replacement brackets for Daimler truck diesel engines.

An exploration of the latest evolutions
in automotive production

Automotive and additive manufacturing

As AM technologies evolve, it becomes

OEM’s are heading together down the road

increasingly clear that addressing the

to digital mass production. The automotive

requirements of final part production is

industry was one of the very first adopters of

a task that is several orders of magnitude

AM for rapid prototyping. Now, automakers

greater than the production of functional

have identified indirect and direct part

prototypes and custom tools. Thus, the

production as the most significant value

investments required are also several

proposition for additive manufacturing and a

orders of magnitude greater. These larger

real opportunity to scale business volumes.

investments are driven by potential rewards,
in terms of business opportunities, that are

From prototyping to production

significantly greater than the rewards of
using AM for prototyping.

The transitional shifts from 3D printing
for prototyping to 3D printing production

The production requirements of the

and from traditional formative (analogue)

automotive segment, and its subsegments,

manufacturing to digital, additive

are unique, and tied to its underlying

manufacturing are not as streamlined as was

characteristics (high productivity

initially envisioned by early AM adopters.

requirements, lower cost of materials, high
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automation of production), changing trends

for mass digital additive manufacturing

(demand, regulations, scale economics,

and have begun to face (and in many

geopolitical situations, supply chain

cases overcome) the hurdles associated

dynamics) and macrotrends (propulsion

with quality assurance, standardization,

systems, mass customization, smart

certification and regulation. The automotive

mobility, connectivity and digitalization).

segment is just now addressing the need

However, many lessons taken f rom the

for higher productivity through additive

use and industrialization efforts made

manufacturing, at lower costs.

“AM technologies are increasingly able to
provide larger parts, larger part batches
and faster production capabilities.”

in aerospace, energy and even other
automotive subsegments, like motorsports

New AM systems and technologies, which

and luxury vehicles, can be applied in

have just begun to enter commercial

order to understand and quantify the value

availability, are now increasingly able to

proposition and competitive advantages

provide larger parts, larger part batches

that additive manufacturing can provide to

and faster production capabilities (both via

the mass automotive industry.

hardware evolution and increased process

Additive manufacturing and 3D printing

need to be taken. These include continued

The aerospace and medical segments have

automation), along with more readily

technologies have entered into automobile

investments in technology R&D from major

largely met their productivity requirements

available end-use materials.

supply and manufacturing chains. As the

stakeholders in both the AM and automotive

first major consumer product industry to

industries; increased AM integration in the

do so, the implications and the potential for

end-to-end manufacturing workflow to

this paradigm shift are extremely significant

reduce costs and increased speeds; and the

for both AM and the global manufacturing

continued development and optimization of

industry as a whole. The implications extend

DfAM (Design for Additive Manufacturing).

Scaling up production

In order for AM technologies to complete
the necessary transition, several steps will

to all industries linked to manufacturing,
such as material production, software

Follow the money

development and product distribution.
Global car sales are expected to top 100
Given the sheer scale of the global auto

million units per year by 2020. The average

market, the prospects are incredibly
important for the development of 3D
printing technology and are therefore quite
exciting. Most manufacturers of 3D printing

Audi: Mold insert for a serial die-casting tool with internal
cooling channels (R), plastic model for demonstration (L)

technology have established strong ties
developing and selling solutions to the auto
industry. The reality, however, is that the
additive manufacturing industry at large
is still just waking up to the challenges
associated with vertically integrated
manufacturing solutions.
The next phase of AM’s innovation, adoption
and industrialization for automotive will
consist of scaling up final part production.
Harold Sears, AM technical leader, inspects metal parts printed on
Desktop Metal’s Studio System at Ford’s Advanced Manufacturing Center
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The Volkswagen ID. R Pikes Peak was developed with the help of a
model made up of around 2,000 3D printed parts

price per car is about $34,000. Thus, the 3+

In fact, the “attraction” between the AM and

trillion automotive industry could easily drive

automotive industries is reciprocal. Every

a $300 to $400 billion global automotive

major AM technology capable of offering

parts and accessories market. This figure

part production capabilities—in both metals

represents the current value of the overall

and plastic—is looking at the automotive

industrial market segment where AM is

industry as one of the primary drivers for

expected to have a direct impact over the

technological development and increased

next decade. As the overall automotive parts

investments in R&D.

and accessories segment grows into a $460
billion market by 2025, and could thus near

Carbon, HP and Desktop Metal, three

$500 billion by 2029, the AM opportunity is

companies that are targeting direct production

expected to grow into a nearly $10 billion

of large part batches, have signed high-value

business. This figure includes all production

R&D partnerships with leading automakers

and tooling-related AM hardware, materials

such as BWM, Ford and Volkswagen Group. The

and applications revenues but excludes all

automakers are hoping to gain a competitive

prototyping-related AM hardware, materials,

advantage by being the first to industrialize

services and application revenues.

their technologies. ◆

Automotive Additive Manufacturing
Global Revenues ($USM) 2019–2029

$9,077

Source: SmarTech Analysis

$8,121
$7,563
$6,620
$5,830
$4,783
$3,612

Analysis

The global market
for automotive additive
manufacturing today
Revenues relating to AM in automotive
part production are now expected to top
9 billion US dollars by 2029

$2,979
$2,311
$1,390

2019

$1,756

2020

2021

2022

2023

AM Hardware
Internal Production

2024

2025

Materials
AM Service Providers

2026

2027

2028

2029

Software
Automotive Suppliers

AM hardware—including both polymer and

be a minor benefit of AM compared to part

hardware systems—is expected to be the

performance and production automation.

primary segment driving this market. This is
very good news for hardware manufacturers

Materials-specific revenues are worth almost

and less good news for AM adopters in the

half as much as application revenues. This is also

automotive segment.

an exception in AM adoption segments where
the business volume generated by materials

Because the mass automotive market is

is usually several orders of magnitude smaller

pushing on cost-competitiveness of parts

than revenues generated by applications.

and vehicles, the benefits in terms of

This is why AM hardware manufacturers see

implementing AM and the relative capex

automotive as a key segment. Automakers will

required are less immediate and more long

still benefit from implementing AM. First of all,

term than in other segments pushing mass

additive manufacturing will be the way cars are

customization, such as aerospace, medical,

increasingly made in the future and, second,

dental and consumer. The automotive

long term benefits are going to be extremely

segment is also pushing AM for mass

-

customization, however, that is expected to

significant, as material and hardware costs
gradually drop due to economies of scale.
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Automotive trends affecting AM adoption

increasingly crucial points when designing

Other suppliers that could benefit include

Additive manufacturing technologies can

a vehicle’s front-end section. Moreover,

those that manufacture and design products

play a significant role in achieving mass

The increasing potential for electrification,

structural requirements relating to vehicle

that provide the critical electrical and

reduction through redesigning various

autonomous vehicles and new mobility

safety, performance and comfort can be

electronic backbone that supports increased

components in the autobody or closures

services such as ride-sharing are already

addressed in new ways.

vehicle electrification, reduced emissions and

to optimize performance-to-weight ratios

higher fuel economy through weight savings.

through complex geometric design.

shaking up the auto industry landscape.
These issues are expected to have a mixed

Accordingly, parts of a car’s additively

impact on the credit quality of both

manufactured front can be load-bearing

Electrification technologies, such as

consolidated for additional weight savings

carmakers and auto parts suppliers.

structures that include details for both active

advanced propulsion systems and drivelines,

in cases where it may be difficult or

and passive cooling—for example with a

could, therefore, result in more content

time consuming to certify the long-term

In view of the growing trend towards

channelled airflow to cool batteries and brake

per vehicle for suppliers, at least until fully

performance of geometrically optimized

electrification in the automotive sector (of

systems. In addition, functions linked to

electric vehicles become mainstream.

parts. Finally, AM also can play a role in

drive trains and actuators, for example),

heat management, passive safety and fluids

There could also be increased outsourcing

simply switching out more dense parts for

heat management and the reduction of

storage can be integrated into the organic,

of standard auto components, such as

less dense parts by using thermoplastics,

design space and overall weight will become

load-driven design of a front-end module.

metal components and assemblies,

for which AM can provide feasible short-

because automakers have to focus capital

term benefits depending on the part.

Alternatively, existing systems can be

investments in autonomous vehicle and

Automotive AM YoY Growth Rate

electrification technologies. Seating

In the future, additive manufacturing is

suppliers could also benefit from increased

likely to become a more viable solution for

penetration due to demand for lighter-

the integration of multiple mass reduction

weight seats to improve battery range.

strategies, which is what makes it such

Source: SmarTech Analysis

a strong candidate for the realization of

32%

32%
29%

These key trends could all play right

fuel economy improvements. By enabling

into the ability of AM service providers

use of thermoplastics, which in itself is

and automotive suppliers adopting AM

a growing trend in automobile design,

technologies to provide new and more

as well as providing opportunities for

optimized products faster and on-demand.

optimizing the strength-to-weight ratio of
components through advanced geometry,

26%
22%
21%
14%
12%
14%

7%
2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

Total Automotive AM

2026
YoY

2027

2028

Mass reduction will be especially important in

and finally allowing for fewer sub-

several contexts given the direction of current

assemblies in things like environmental

automotive trends. Over the past three years,

control systems and fuel injection

a number of relevant examples have emerged

components, a multi-part mass reduction

for applications in mass reduction substituting

strategy can be pursued all with one

lighter materials in new component system

manufacturing technology.

design. Mass reduction strategies must take
into account primary savings in components

Key Automakers Adopting Additive

that can be altered in either design or material

Manufacturing

without relying on a lighter overall vehicle, as

2029

well as secondary savings that can be achieved

Every announcement made by a

as a result of primary mass savings (such as

company about the adoption of a

the adoption of a smaller engine in a lighter

specific technology or on a specific

weight vehicle).

application case represents investments
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and progress that are generally several

powder bed fusion for direct production

orders of magnitude larger. As of

of multiple components for the Divergent

today, several automotive OEMs and

supercar, and Michelin, which has turned

additive manufacturing OEMs have

to French AM system manufacturer AddUp

formed partnerships focused on the

(which it partially owns) for AM production

industrialization of the AM process through

of tire molds.

both the integration of AM systems
into an end-to-end workflow and the

Chinese and Japanese automakers

development of more efficient part design

regularly rely on external AM service

and production strategies which can fully

providers (as do all major European

leverage the benefits provided by AM

and North American automakers) for

technologies.

production of several types of parts, either
through precision casting or direct AM

In general, German automakers have made

production. All automakers today use some

the most significant investments to date

type of filament extrusion technology

in developing AM for final part production.

(mainly Stratasys’ market-leading FDM

Volkswagen Group’s companies have

process but also some other emerging

reported the most adoption of AM for part

systems that can process high-temperature

production, with landmark application

polymers such a PAEK family polymers) or

cases from luxury brands Bugatti and

polyjet technology for production of tools,

Lamborghini. Mercedes (Daimler Benz

molds, cast patterns, jigs and fixtures.

◆

Group) and BMW Group have, however,
reported the most significant uses of
the technology—especially for powder
bed fusion—for spare parts on demand

Further Reading

and direct large batch manufacturing,

SmarTech Analysis’ comprehensive market

respectively. Due to the larger volumes

report on Additive Manufacturing for

and lower costs demanded by its vehicles,

Automotive Part Production 2019–2029.

Volkswagen is now looking at high

Read More

throughput HP Metal Jet technology to
expand direct part production.
US automakers—including American-Italian
FCA—are trailing closely behind with several
innovative application cases and reports
of the use of AM, especially for composite
and polymer parts. American automaker

→

Drive
transformation

Ford has also been investing significantly
in composite AM technologies. French
automakers have also reported using several
AM technologies, with particularly relevant
cases from PSA, which has adopted metal

HP Jet Fusion 3D Printing Solutions
hp.com/go/3DPrint
© Copyright 2019 HP Development Company, L.P.
Data courtesy of Skorpion Engineering srl.

Interview

From 100,000 3D printed
parts to full AM production
EOS P 396 polymer SLS systems at Jaguar Land Rover’s Additive Manufacturing Centre

Exclusive interview with Christopher Noble,
Additive Manufacturing Strategic Engineer
at Jaguar Land Rover

The success of both the Jaguar and Land

next-generation Jaguar and Land Rover

Rover brands has always been based on

vehicles. The industry-leading centre is also

advancing automotive and manufacturing

creating future autonomous, connected,

technology. In 2014, Jaguar and Land Rover

electrified and shared mobility technologies

teams joined together at Gaydon. Four

that will enable Jaguar Land Rover’s long-

years later, a new purpose-built Additive

term, sustainable growth.

Manufacturing Centre was opened. At the
same time, a team of 3D printing experts

After officially adding HP multijet fusion

began exploring new uses for this technology.

technology, in 2017, to an already rich line
up of additive manufacturing systems,

Jaguar Land Rover’s new facility at its

Jaguar Land Rover has grown into one of

Gaydon site in Warwickshire represents

the largest automotive adopters of additive

one of the UK’s most sustainable non-

manufacturing, not just for prototypes

domestic buildings and the country’s largest

but also for custom tools and final parts

automotive creation and development

production. And it’s still just the beginning.

facility. Gaydon is home to almost 13,000
highly-skilled engineers and designers

In this exclusive interview, we speak with

who are developing the current and

Christopher Noble, Additive Manufacturing
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Strategic Engineer at Jaguar Land Rover,

CN: Our range of machines includes powder

about the current perspectives and long-term

bed fusion systems, both selective laser

potential for AM, as the largest UK-based

sintering and multijet fusion, as well as fused

automaker moves forward in its journey to

deposition modelling, stereolithography,

Destination Zero and fully optimized, waste-

material jetting (Polyjet) and digital light

free and sustainable driving.

synthesis (DLS) machines. We are a polymer
facility but with ongoing advancements in

“Production of our 3D printed parts
has increased in recent years, and in 2019
we’ll have produced over 100,000 parts.”

3dpbm: How many AM Systems are now in

metal additive, in terms of piece cost and

operation at Jaguar Land Rover?

throughput, this may change in the future.

Christopher Noble: We currently have 16

3dpbm: What types of parts have you

prototyping applications and design mock-

3dpbm: What have you identified as AM’s

industrial 3D printers at the Jaguar Land

produced using AM?

ups. In addition, we are targeting increased

key value proposition?

Rover Additive Manufacturing Centre located

adoption in other areas. This includes
CN: Production of our 3D printed parts

applications such as jigs and fixtures in

CN: Our experience with using this

has increased in recent years, and in 2019

our manufacturing sites, spares for classic

technology has shown us that additive

3dpbm: Which AM technologies and

we will have produced over 100,000 parts

vehicles and production parts, particularly

manufacturing can eliminate significant

materials do you use?

for the business. Many of these will be for

for special or limited edition vehicles.

investment costs in tooling, allowing the

within the Gaydon site.

creation of unique parts, without restriction
by the design constraints associated with
HP Jet Fusion 4200 3D Processing Station

traditional manufacturing.
3dpbm: What are the main challenges to
consider in the implementation of AM?
CN: There are two key challenges that
should be addressed in order for additive
manufacturing to see significant adoption.
One is piece cost, which remains high and is
driven by significant material pricing. The other
challenge is accuracy as parts produced by
additive manufacturing often fall short of what
can be achieved through traditional means.
Parts need to be designed with accordingly
high tolerances or be subject to high rates of
inspection which adds time and cost.
3dpbm: Which do you see as the AM
technologies that have the highest potential
for adoption in the automotive segment?
CN: At the Additive Manufacturing Centre
we cater to all areas of Jaguar Land Rover,

AM Focus 2020 Automotive / Interview
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HP Jet Fusion 4200 3D Printers at Jaguar Land
Rover’s Additive Manufacturing Centre

waste in manufacture. We anticipate a

is likely to deliver logistics improvements,

trajectory of continued growth of additive

through increased localised production and

manufacturing in the future with an

inventory reduction. Metal additive, with

increasing proportion of applications in

advancements emerging in technologies

manufacturing sites and on production

such as binder jetting, may soon be a reality

vehicles. This will rely on 3D printing

for wider automotive applications.

manufacturers overcoming some of the
challenges outlined previously, surrounding

It is an exciting time to be involved in the

piece costs and accuracy. Solving these

additive manufacturing industry. At Jaguar

challenges is essential for additive

Land Rover, we look forward to continuing

manufacturing to move out of low volume

our leading work in this field, to deliver

applications.

vehicles and experiences our customers
love, for life.

◆

3dpbm: How is AM going to help you achieve
these goals?
CN: Additive manufacturing will enable
increased levels of customization and unique
offerings on vehicles. In the long term, it

and so almost all additive manufacturing

for additive manufacturing, as we eliminated

technologies have applications where their

tooling costs for many parts, whilst delivering

strengths can be best utilised. For example,

unique features and enabling the vehicle

material jetting is used for design models

to deliver maximum performance. Other

where colour and visual appearance is key,

significant achievements include a prototype

whilst functional applications are catered to

3D printed manufacturing aid, designed to

by technologies such as powder bed fusion.

prevent musculoskeletal disorders, and a

Jaguar Land Rover’s Additive Manufacturing
Centre where over 100,000 3D printed parts
have been produced to date

robot-mounted 3D printed dog paw for use
3dpbm: What are some of the most

in durability tests.

interesting cases where AM was applied at
Jaguar Land Rover?

3dpbm: Could you provide an outlook on the
future of AM at Jaguar Land Rover?

CN: We have had some very notable cases for
additive manufacturing recently, such as the

CN: Jaguar Land Rover is on a journey to

limited-run Jaguar XE SV Project 8. This was

Destination Zero, an ambition to make

Jaguar Land Rover’s first vehicle to feature

societies safer and healthier, and our

multiple additively manufactured parts and

environments cleaner. We adopt circular

was recently recognized at the Society of

economy principles throughout our product

Plastic Engineers’ Innovation Awards. The

creation processes, using innovative

Jaguar XE SV Project 8 was an ideal vehicle

sustainable materials as we strive for zero
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BMW i8 Roadster with metal 3D printed parts

Mapping

How major automakers use
AM for production today
An analysis of the latest progress made by each major
automaker group and some of the key activities

BMW
German company BMW, which owns the brands Mini and Rolls-Royce, has been a major
adopter of AM since 2016. The company operates an Additive Manufacturing Campus
in Oberschleissheim, just north of Munich, and also uses external suppliers for SLS and
SLA parts. Partners include 3D Systems’ On Demand Advanced AM Center near Turin
in Northern Italy. BMW has also invested in several AM companies, including Carbon,
Desktop Metal and on-demand manufacturing service Xometry.
BMW was the first carmaker to 3D print a production run of several thousand metal parts:
a 3D printed fixture for the soft top of the BMW i8 Roadster, printed using aluminum PBF.
In 2018, BMW announced it had printed over a million parts in the past 10 years. More than
200,000 of those were in 2018, which was over 42% more than in 2017.
BMW’s MINI brand has used 3D printing for mass customization, employing polymer PBF
technology in the MINI Yours Customized program, which allows customers to design
certain automobile components themselves. AM partners on the program include HP,
Carbon and EOS. Luxury brand Rolls-Royce, meanwhile, has used 3D printed parts on both
its Phantom and Dawn vehicles.
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Spark plug holder from the tool kit of the Mercedes-Benz 198 model series (coupé
and roadster) manufactured from high-quality plastic with the help of 3D printing

FCA
The FCA (Fiat Chrysler Automotive) Group was formed by the merger between the Italian
Fiat Group, which includes the brands Ferrari, Alfa Romeo, Lancia and Iveco, and the
American group Chrysler, which includes Dodge and Jeep. Fiat was Italy’s first adopter of
3D printing for prototyping, and FCA’s activities are mainly concentrated in the Fiat Design
for Additive Program at the company’s factory in Turin.
Both Jeep and Fiat use HP Multi Jet Fusion technology for serial production. Jeep says it
uses the technology for an average of four to five print jobs per week, while Fiat reportedly
relies on external service providers, such as 3D Systems on Demand, for short SLA and SLS
production runs. Luxury brand Ferrari uses AM for its Formula 1 motorsports division, and
Alfa Romeo has used AM to develop the grille of the Alfa Giulia.
FCA is in the process of merging with the PSA Group, which comprises Citroen, Peugeot
and DS Cars, and whose AM interests primarily revolve around automotive metal AM
start-up Divergent3D, whose Blade supercar boasts an almost fully 3D printed chassis.
Divergent uses SLM Solutions PBF technology for part production and plans to begin
series production of safety-critical structures for OEM customers in 2020, followed by a
customer rollout of advanced manufacturing facilities.
Fiat Centoventi concept car leverages 3D printing as a mass
customization option, with 114 Mopar designed accessories

Daimler
Daimler, the German automotive corporation that owns Mercedes-Benz, Smart and other
brands, uses AM for many production parts. Since 2017, Daimler has worked with EOS (and
other partners) on the NextGenAM project, developing a workflow for the industrialization
of metal PBF technology for large-scale serial automotive manufacturing. The NextGenAM
platform is already being utilized for the production of truck parts, and its potential is being
evaluated for the production of car and electric car parts.
In its commercial vehicles segment, Daimler has fully integrated AM into development
and series production, and has developed 3D printing innovations for Daimler Trucks &
Buses in an extremely short period of time by way of Group-wide research and an advanced
development project. Other Daimler companies are currently working on serial part
production via AM, with a focus on spare parts and the digitization of part inventory.
Mercedes is a heavy adopter of additive manufacturing technologies in motorsports, having
used metal 3D printing for several parts of its very successful F1 racecars for nearly a decade.
Daimler Buses uses polymer SLS technology to produce spare parts, while Mercedes Benz
Classic 3D prints parts for vehicles such as the Mercedes-Benz 300 SL Coupé.
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GM worked with Autodesk on this 3D printed proof-of-concept: a generatively
designed seat bracket that is 40% lighter and 20% stronger than the original part

Ford
American carmaker Ford has, more than any other automotive company, conducted
extensive practical research in AM industrialization, focusing primarily on polymers and
composites. Most of its AM activities take place at its new Advanced Manufacturing Center
in Redford, Detroit, where the company operates 30 industrial-grade 3D printers from
Stratasys, HP, Carbon, EOS, Desktop Metal and SLM Solutions.
The Redford facility is leveraging Carbon’s digital light synthesis technology to produce
digitally manufactured, end-use parts, including heating, ventilation and cooling (HVAC)
lever arm service parts for the Ford Focus; auxiliary plugs for the Ford F-150 Raptor; and
electric parking brake brackets for the Ford Mustang GT500. Elsewhere, Ford’s Michigan
Assembly Plant utilizes five different 3D printed tools to build the Ranger pickup, helping
to reduce time-to-market. In total, Ford operates almost 100 3D printers globally and has
3D printing capabilities in over 30 plants around the world.
After leading a $65 million investment round, Ford recently became one of the first
adopters of Desktop Metal’s Studio System and Production System in its Research and
Advanced Engineering Organization in Michigan. The automotive company has also
worked with Stratasys and Siemens to serially produce very large parts and composite
parts using a multi-axis extrusion system.

General Motors
General Motors, the American corporation behind Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet and GMC
vehicles, conducts AM activities in various locations around the world. GM was an early
adopter of AM and for over a decade has been using industrial SLA and filament extrusion
technologies for parts and tooling. Today, the core of GM’s AM research is the Warren Tech
Center in Michigan, where over 30,000 prototypes are produced yearly.
GM’s most relevant production application case was conducted in collaboration with
Autodesk in 2018, when the two firms produced a generatively designed seat bracket. The
steel 3D printed bracket was 40 percent lighter and 20 percent stronger than the standard
part, and GM used the experiment to predict that up to 100 parts could be suitable for
cost-effective AM production.
GM is now working with GKN on the industrialization of HP Metal Jet technology for
part production, and is conducting extensive work on the industrialization of metal PBF
processes, including separate collaborations with Italian service provider Beam-IT and GE
Additive. GM is also implementing AM to create tools used during automotive production,
and to customize decorative elements for one-off buyers. The company has also worked
with Michelin on Uptis, a concept for an airless, 3D printed, fully recyclable car tire.

Scott Clark, additive manufacturing technician, cleans sand
casted molds at Ford’s Advanced Manufacturing Center
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The Lamborghini Sian’s interior integrates aniline
leather features and 3D printed components

Volkswagen
The Volkswagen Group, the German automotive company whose subsidiaries include
Audi, Lamborghini, Porsche and several other recognizable brands, is one of the largest
adopters of additive manufacturing for production. Volkswagen, the primary VW Group
brand, is now looking at HP’s high-productivity binder jetting technology for its massproduced vehicles. Most of Volkswagen’s additive manufacturing activities happen at the
automaker’s state-of-the-art 3D Printing Center in Wolfsburg.
The group relies on this center to test and learn about AM technologies, while also
conducting some tooling and final part production. Production of larger batches is
generally carried out through partnerships with external AM services. In late 2018, an
Additive Industries MetalFab 1 system was installed at the site to 3D print advanced
tooling and spare parts.
AM is regularly used by VW’s luxury brands. Audi is using SLM Solutions PBF technology
to produce spare and serial parts, amongst other endeavors; Porsche — which in 2017
invested in Markforged — uses 3D printing to create replacement parts for classic cars
like the Porsche 959; and Bugatti has worked with SLM Solutions on serial production and
with APWORKS on parts for the Bugatti Chiron.
At Audi’s Metal 3D Printing Center, engineers manufacture steel and
aluminum parts from metal powder using the laser melting process

Lamborghini
Owned by the Volkswagen Group, luxury Italian carmaker Lamborghini is a long-time user
of Stratasys FDM and PolyJet technologies for prototyping and tooling. In 2019, Lamborghini
partnered with Carbon — whose printers are also used by Ford — to leverage the California
3D printing company’s Digital Light Synthesis (DLS) technology.
At first, the Carbon technology was used to produce end-use components, including a
textured fuel cap and clip for an air duct, for Lamborghini’s Urus SUV. But Lamborghini has
since used Carbon printers to produce air vents on the Sián FKP37, a vehicle designed to
offer a wide range of user customizations. With the Sián air vents, Lamborghini reduced
its part lead time by 12 weeks by moving swiftly from design to production directly on the
Carbon Platform.
On a less serious note, the automotive company recently celebrated AM by giving a real
Lamborghini Aventador to a father-and-son design duo who built a 3D printed replica of the
stylish sports car. Lamborghini covertly “swapped” the printed replica with the real deal as
part of a marketing campaign.
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Interview

Nearly 18 million automotive
parts 3D printed with HP
Technologies... And counting

10,000 miniature models—produced by HP and GKN Powder Metallurgy in just a few
weeks—were 3D printed to support the visionary VW ID.3 electric vehicle launch event

An exclusive interview with HP 3D Printing’s Philip Jung

In this month’s AM Focus we sought to

We had the opportunity to speak about how

answer one question: how far are we from

this is happening and how it will develop in

automotive digital mass production using 3D

the near future with Philipp Jung, GM and

printing technologies?

Global Head, Vertical Industries and End-toEnd Applications, HP 3D Printing and Digital

The answer is: not far at all. In fact, it’s already

Manufacturing, and he revealed some very

here. Altogether, millions of automotive

interesting numbers.

parts have already been produced by 3D
printing and almost all major automakers

3dpbm: Why is automotive one of the key

see 3D printing as a key technology for their

verticals for HP?

future production capabilities. True mass

In collaboration with

production in a segment such as automotive

Philip Jung: Since entering the market in

can be measured in billions of parts and

2016, we’ve worked closely with designers

that may still be a few years away. Every

and engineering companies, suppliers

long journey begins with the first step—or

and leading automakers like BMW, all

the first 18 million steps—as is the case for

looking to leverage the power of additive

HP, one of the companies that is driving this

manufacturing and specifically HP Multi

paradigm shift for the automotive segment.

Jet Fusion for automotive parts. When we
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Philipp Jung, GM and Global Head, Vertical Industries and Endto-End Applications, HP 3D Printing and Digital Manufacturing

“The mass production of both plastic
and metal parts is a reality and we
believe the automotive industry is
pushing the boundaries.”

launched HP Metal Jet in 2018, we did so side

constraints and costs associated with

by side with GKN and Volkswagen. Working

traditional manufacturing. An example is

with some of the industry’s most innovative

Linear AMS, a leading manufacturing service

global leaders certainly influences our focus,

provider for the production of injection

but there are some important strategic

molded and 3D printed plastic and metal parts

criteria that make automotive a core vertical

for the automotive, consumer products and

for HP. The current size of the market, but

industrial sectors. Linear AMS is pioneering

also the potential for growth. The synergies

new applications using Multi Jet Fusion

with HP innovation and technology and

technology to reduce overall tooling costs,

the needs of the automotive market,

streamline designs and provide parts for some

In subsequent phases, Volkswagen intends

PJ: In the past year, approximately 18

including our platforms, materials and

of the world’s largest automakers. Engineering

to integrate Metal Jet printed structural

million parts were printed using Multi

other capabilities such as software and data

firms, suppliers and automakers themselves

parts into the next generation of vehicles

Jet Fusion technology and a massive

intelligence, regulatory compliance and the

have identified the opportunity to move to

as quickly as possible and is targeting

amount of those parts have been for

opportunity for breakthrough economics.

virtual inventory and eliminate tooling as huge

a continuous increase in part size and

the automotive industry. We recently

Finally, we have found the automotive

advantages that provide extreme flexibility in

technical requirements—with the future goal

highlighted an important milestone with

industry willing to work hand-in-hand with

production and quickly iterate when changes

of soccer ball-sized parts of 50,000 to 100,000

Volkswagen and GKN, with a production

us to identify the most compelling use cases,

are required. Extol, a systems integrator for

per year. Examples of higher performance

run of more than 10,000 high-quality parts

to iterate and to advocate for the capabilities

plastics assembly equipment that supports

functional parts with significant structural

produced in just a few weeks to support

of both Multi Jet Fusion and Metal Jet

the auto industry, is already taking advantage

requirements are gearshift knobs and mirror

the visionary ID.3 electric vehicle launch

to meet the demands of the massive

of its Jet Fusion 5200 systems to develop

mounts. As new platforms such as electric

event. So the mass production of both

transformation underway in the industry.

entirely new use cases.

vehicles enter mass production, HP Metal

plastic and metal parts is a reality and we

Jet is expected to be leveraged for additional

believe the automotive industry is pushing
the boundaries.

3dpbm: What do you see as the most

3dpbm: Can you provide a specific case

applications, such as the lightweighting of

relevant applications of Multi Jet Fusion

where this is happening?

fully safety-certified metal parts.
3dpbm: How many Multi Jet Fusion

technology in automotive production today?
PJ: Volkswagen has shared its strategic

3dpbm: How many Multi Jet Fusion parts

systems are installed worldwide that are

PJ: First, many automotive suppliers are

roadmap for HP Metal Jet in process today

would you estimate have been produced to

being used for automotive parts (including

looking at Multi Jet Fusion to reduce time

with mass customization and cosmetic parts.

date in the auto segment?

AM service bureaus)?
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10,000 miniature metal 3D prints of the ID.3
were made using HP’s Metal Jet System

PJ: We have met significant milestones

breakthrough metals technology for mass

automotive division of the Society of Plastics

across the entirety of our business over the

production (HP Metal Jet) and a number of

Engineers (SPE), SPE honored Jaguar Land

past 12 months as we accelerate the industry

expanded partnerships and alliances with

Rover for multiple 3D printed components

on our journey to digital manufacturing.

leaders in their industries. We are investing

on the 2020 Jaguar XE SV Project 8 supercar.

In 2018, we essentially had one product.

the full power of HP and our ecosystem into

They used Multi Jet Fusion to produce 19

Since then, we have significantly expanded

helping our customers unlock the power of

nylon parts on the high-performance car,

our portfolio to help our customers on the

additive manufacturing.

which has a limited production run of 300

journey to digital manufacturing, including

vehicles. Prototype and production parts are

new prototyping systems (HP Jet Fusion 500

3dpbm: Can you highlight an automotive

both produced on the same printer platform,

/ 300 Series), new industrial systems (HP Jet

case study that you see as particularly

which eliminates significant tooling

Fusion 5200 Series), new materials to expand

relevant and successful?

investment — estimated at $123,000 — as

applications and markets (TPU available

well as storage and maintenance costs. All 19

from BASF, the largest chemical company

PJ: How about an award-winning case study!

parts can be printed at one time in the same

in the world, for the Jet Fusion 5200, and

In November, at the 49th annual Automotive

kit, with multiple kits able to be produced

from Lubrizol for the Jet Fusion 4200), a

Innovation Awards Gala held by the

at the same time. What was really notable
about the award was it was not in an additive
manufacturing category, but it was the first
time an additive manufacturing use case

that is critical to continue to open up

won in a traditional automotive category.

market opportunities in automotive.

Jaguar Land Rover also has published a case

Also, our commitment to our partner

study on using Multi Jet Fusion to create

strategy on behalf of customers like our

hard to find spare parts to keep classic

alliance with Siemens. At Formnext this

vehicles on the road.

past November, we highlighted new
applications from two leading automotive

3dpbm: Can you provide an update of the

industry suppliers designed with the

status of your collaboration with GKN on

HP + Siemens additive manufacturing

metal jet technology?

solution. The solution has proved to be
hugely beneficial to the work automotive

PJ: I mentioned the recent milestone with

suppliers and automakers are driving

Volkswagen and GKN and I can confirm that

with additive manufacturing. Automotive

we are executing the plan to help customers

engineering expert EDAG has developed

on their journey to digital manufacturing

a topology-optimized active coolant

with HP Metal Jet.

distributor for electric vehicles and Adient,
a global leader in automotive seating

3dpbm: Can you highlight key current and

for all major automakers, is creating a

upcoming applications for this technology in

new seat headrest optimized for size and

automotive?

light-weighting without compromising
material strength and flexibility. We

PJ: There are several things HP is doing to

believe applications tied to key industry

enable new breakthrough applications for

trends like mass customization and

the auto industry. I’d point to continued

electrification will be a major focus of

materials innovation as a key area of focus

automakers moving forward.

◆

Volkswagen is using HP’s new metal jet binder jetting technology
for design elements, like this stainless steel gear-shift knob
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3D Systems Figure 4 Modular SLA 3D printer

Mapping

How leading AM companies
are addressing the needs
of automotive
An overview of the various ways AM companies are
working with and for automotive partners

3D Systems
3D Systems has had automotive companies as some of its primary customers since
the very beginning, with Ford reportedly acquiring the third 3D printer ever made
and automotive companies in both North America and Europe as some of its very first
customers. 3D Systems’ stereolithography technology has been used—and continues to
be used—for extensive prototyping of small and even very large automotive parts.
Although it is not well known, it has also been used by 3D printing services around the
world for batches of up to a few thousand small parts in series production for at least one
decade. Today, 3D Systems caters to the automotive industry through its network of 3D
Systems On Demand Services, mainly offering polymer parts produced by SLA as well as
SLS technology. Confirmed large automotive clients include BMW, FCA, Opel and PSA. 3D
Systems also works closely with the Sauber-Alfa Romeo team in Formula 1.
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The HP Multi Jet Fusion 5200 3D printing solution for industrial production

Desktop Metal
Desktop Metal is HP’s first competitor for the future of metal binder jetting in the
automotive segment and its technology was developed specifically to address the
requirements of high productivity industries such as the automotive segment.
The company also offers a technology for bound metal deposition that is already widely
available and is rapidly building a significant installation base. Desktop Metal’s Studio
System is already in use at Ford (we expect that Ford will also invest in the binder jetting
Production Systems). Desktop Metal also has the BMW Group among its main funders.

GKN
GKN is a key supplier of automotive parts to many large automakers, including EV
powertrain systems. The company is also a major adopter of AM for aerospace and an early
adopter of AM for the automotive segment, not to mention a key producer of metal AM
powders. As early as 2016, GKN Sinter Metals integrated Additive Industries’ MetalFab1
system to enable series production of precision parts for engines and transmissions and
started production at its plant in Radevormwald, Germany.
More recently, the company has become a key automotive partner of HP, providing
automotive parts using HP’s new metal jet technology to automotive industry leaders

HP

such as VW. GKN also acquired AM service provider Forecast 3D, which specializes in series
production using HP’s multijet fusion polymer AM technology.

HP entered the market specifically to target larger batch production applications, first
with its MJF polymer PBF AM technology and then with its MetalJet metal binder jetting
process. Today a large number of automotive companies have adopted HP’s systems, both
for internal production and through external AM service suppliers.
HP has rapidly developed the global distribution market. Initially the biggest limit was
the availability of one main material, nylon 12, which, however, is fit for a large number of
basic automotive applications. Now the company has introduced both PP (polypropylene)
and TPU, further extending the range of possible applications. In metal, HP has been
working with GKN and the Volkswagen Group to industrialize its technology. Other known
automotive partners of HP 3D Printing include FCA (Jeep), BMW and General Motors,
primarily for its polymer technology.

Siemens
As a key provider of PLM Software solutions to the automotive industry—including
CAD, CAE, CAM, MES, digital twin and digital warehouse software, Siemens is playing an
increasingly relevant role in AM adoption within this segment. Siemens’ software solutions
are built on open standards to allow for seamless integration across disciplines. This gives
automakers the flexibility to digitalize product development, enabling everyone to access
a car’s digital twin. More directly, the Siemens Materials Solutions in the UK has been a
key test bed for EOS’s NextGenAM automated AM factory concept and already produces
several thousands of metal 3D printed automotive parts yearly.
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Carbon’s M2 3D printer in use at Ford’s Advanced Manufacturing Center

SLM Solutions
SLM Solutions has built up a leadership in the automotive segment over the years;
however, this leadership seems somewhat less solid as the company has been
experiencing some challenges in reorganizing, especially after resisting the takeover
attempt by GE in 2016. According to our research, SLM Solutions systems remain, today,
the most widely used by large automakers.
The high-profile work done with the Divergent and PSA teams on 3D printed automotive
car frames remains one of the most advanced and relevant applications to date. Other
high-profile examples in automotive consist of collaborations with Audi and Bugatti
(among others). As the company works toward increased automation and industrialization
of its systems, especially the new SLM 800, it could gain back its leadership in metal AM
production of tools and final parts for the automotive segment.

Carbon
Carbon is another relatively new entry in the additive manufacturing industry. Its highthroughput layerless photopolymerization technology is able to use key automotive
materials, such as epoxy, to produce final parts. The company has been working on
production of final parts with both Ford (with several M2 and L1 systems now installed
in its AM center) and Lamborghini. We expect Carbon will become a primary player in
automotive AM.
Carbon is making some of the most significant efforts in automating a workflow around
photopolymerization technology. Much like HP, the company’s high productivity
technology requires improved and accelerated part handling to deliver on the promise of
production at scale. A robotic arm part handling system can be used to move parts from
the 3D printers to the—also connected—Smart Part washer for finishing.
SLM Solutions lab showing their SLM 280 Production Series
and SLM 125 Selective Laser Melting metal 3D printers
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Additive Industries

EOS

Additive Industries was also another first promoter of the “Lights Out Factory.” The Dutch

EOS’s industry leading SLS technology is used by automakers as well as AM services and

company is achieving this vision via its MetalFAB1 system, which includes several stations

automotive parts suppliers around the world to produced prototypes and tools as well as

for powder handling, build, thermal treatment and part/support removal within a single,

final and replacement parts. EOS offers advanced consultancy through its Additive Minds

modular, system, which can be customized in accordance with the user’s requirements.

services to help companies identify parts that would benefit from on-demand production
via its AM technologies.

Additive Industry systems have been installed at GKN and Volkswagen. The company
recently partnered with SMS, a specialist group of companies for steel and nonferrous

Recently, the company has been investing significantly to advance industrialization of

metals industry, to further evolve their automated factory vision to integrate powder

its DMLS (laser metal powder bed fusion) technology for the automotive segment and

production and heat treatment—with a special eye on the automotive industry.

specifically for key automotive materials such as aluminum. In many of these operations,
EOS has found in the Daimler Benz Group a key and preferred partner. Other confirmed

Stratasys

clients looking to implement EOS technologies for part production include GM and FCA.

For current polymer additive manufacturing industry leader, the automotive segment
has always represented a primary field of application, mainly for advanced prototyping,
using both its primary technologies: FDM and PolyJet. Recently, the company has begun
looking more and more toward tooling and production.
One key application is the use of FDM technology for lay-up and sacrificial tooling.
Another is the use of high temperature PolyJet materials to produce injection molds for
small runs using end-use plastics. In terms of direct part production, Stratasys is working
closely with Ford and Siemens on robotic composite CFR extrusion systems. Stratasys’
Fortus 380mc CFE is also targeted toward automotive applications for tolls and final parts
(NASCAR Team Penske was a first adopter). Stratasys also works closely with the McLaren
team in Formula 1 racing.

AddUp
If SLM Solutions doesn’t retain its leadership in the automotive segment, one of the
companies that could challenge it is AddUp. This relatively new entry in the AM industry
is the result of a collaboration between Michelin and Fives, a large French machine tool
system OEM.
One of the first results of this partnership is the development of a fully automated
workflow using multiple AddUp FormUp 350 SLM systems to produce custom aluminum
molds for the mass production of Michelin tires. The company—which also offers DED 3D
printing systems after acquiring French company BeAM—is poised to become a key player

NextGenAM pilot plant with EOS M 400-4 four-laser
system for industrial 3D printing with metal materials

in the automotive industry, especially through the support of the Michelin group.
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Case Study

Jaguar Land Rover: Finding
the perfect fit for AM
Engineers at Jaguar Land Rover’s Gaydon site show
they are using 3D printing to produce more than
just car parts with a 3D printed protective glove

The lightweight 3D printed glove could help better protect Jaguar
Land Rover employees from the threat of a musculoskeletal disorder

A team of engineers from Jaguar Land

To combat the likeliness of these workplace

Rover put their skills to work by designing

injuries occurring, engineers at Jaguar

a lightweight 3D printed glove that can be

Land Rover’s Gaydon site in the UK decided

worn by people working on the company’s

to develop a protective glove for the

production line. The glove—part of the

company’s workers.

team’s effort to create next-gen protective
workplace gear—could help to prevent

The glove leverages the automaker’s

musculoskeletal disorders caused by

advanced manufacturing resources and

production line duties.

consists of a supportive lattice structure
that reportedly reduces the wearer’s

Today, musculoskeletal disorders, including

muscle fatigue. Made from a flexible

carpal tunnel, tendonitis and more, account

material, the glove is also designed to

for roughly 30% of all workplace injuries that

be comfortable enough to wear over the

result in time off (according to the US Bureau

course of an eight-hour shift. The glove

of Labor Statistics, 2013). Some estimates

prototype was 3D printed using the new

even suggest that nearly 10% of the global

HP Jet Fusion 5200 system and is made

population have been or are affected by

from ULTRASINT TPU material, developed

musculoskeletal disorders.

by BASF.
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Eventually, the 3D printed glove will
be deployed at various Jaguar Land
Rover facilities, helping to prevent the
development of musculoskeletal disorders.
The glove is just one avenue being explored
by the company as part of a broader effort to
introduce technologies and equipment that
assist employees with muscle weakness or
physical or neurological disorders.
The glove is being prototyped at the Jaguar
Land Rover Additive Manufacturing Centre,
where the automotive manufacturer
produces over 100,000 parts a year. The parts
are destined for a range of applications,
including functional prototyping, design

Printed using ULTRASINT TPU, a material
developed by BASF for HP’s Jet Fusion 5200

mock-ups and manufacturing assembly aids
and fixtures.

◆
HP’s Jet Fusion 5200 system is
optimized for high-volume production

Using 3D CAD software, the Jaguar Land Rover team were able to model
designs in different densities using a variety of materials for testing

After designing the glove using CAD

“The health and wellbeing of our

software and testing out various lattice

workforce remains our priority across

densities and materials, the Jaguar Land

all factories and facilities,” said Chris

Rover team is developing a second-

Noble, Additive Manufacturing Strategic

generation prototype. This version of the

Engineer for Jaguar Land Rover.

3D printed glove will integrate a foam pad

“Technologies like the 3D printed

made from impact additive D30, a polymer

glove allow us to use the world-leading

that absorbs impact well. Eventually, the

expertise and equipment we have

glove will be rolled out to Jaguar Land Rover

in-house to protect the hands of our

production line workers to ease certain tasks,

makers, developing equipment that will

like fitting door casings, which requires the

make Jaguar Land Rover a great place to

use of the palm.

work, now and in the future.”
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